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7s [TYP] (print, kind, sort, variety, class) 

BIOTYPE BEIOPTY group of genetically similar organisms [n -S] 

COTYPES CEOPSTY COTYPE, taxonomic type [n] 

ECOTYPE CEEOPTY subspecies adapted to specific environmental conditions [n -S] 

ECTYPAL ACELPTY ECTYPE, copy [adj] 

ECTYPES CEEPSTY ECTYPE, copy [n]  

ISOTYPE EIOPSTY type of diagram [n -S] 

MISTYPE EIMPSTY to type (to write with typewriter) incorrectly [v -D, -PING, -S] 

NEOTYPE EENOPTY specimen of species [n -S] 

PRETYPE EEPPRTY to type beforehand [v -D, -PING, -S] 

RETYPED DEEPRTY RETYPE, to type again [v] 

RETYPES EEPRSTY RETYPE, to type again [v] 

SUBTYPE BEPSTUY type that is subordinate to or included in another type [n -S] 

SYNTYPE ENPSTYY each of set of type specimens on which name of new species is based [n -S] 

TINTYPE EINPTTY kind of photograph [n -S] 

TYPABLE ABELPTY TYPE, to write with typewriter [adj] 

TYPEBAR ABEPRTY part of typewriter [n -S] 

TYPESET EEPSTTY to set in type [v TYPESET, -TTING, -S] 

TYPICAL ACILPTY having nature of representative specimen [adj] 

TYPIEST EIPSTTY TYPEY, typy (characterized by strict conformance to characteristics of group) [adj] / TYPY [adj] 

TYPINGS GINPSTY TYPING, activity of writing with typewriter [n] 

TYPISTS IPSSTTY TYPIST, one who types [n] 

 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

8s [TYP] (print, kind, sort, variety, class) 

ALLOTYPE AELLOPTY type of antibody (body protein that produces immunity against certain microorganisms or toxins) [n -S] 

ALLOTYPY ALLOPTYY condition of being allotype [n -PIES] 

ANTETYPE AEENPTTY earlier form [n -S] 

ANTITYPE AEINPTTY opposite type [n -S] 

ATYPICAL AACILPTY not typical (having nature of representative specimen) [adj] 

AUTOTYPE AEOPTTUY type of photographic process [n -S] 

AUTOTYPY AOPTTUYY autotype (type of photographic process) [n -PIES] 

BIOTYPIC BCIIOPTY BIOTYPE, group of genetically similar organisms [adj] 

CALOTYPE ACELOPTY kind of photograph [n -S] 

CEROTYPE CEEOPRTY process of engraving using wax [n -S] 

ECOTYPIC CCEIOPTY ECOTYPE, subspecies adapted to specific environmental conditions [adj] 

GENOTYPE EEGNOPTY to determine genetic constitution of [v -D, -PING, -S] 

HOLOTYPE EHLOOPTY animal or plant specimen [n -S] 

IDIOTYPE DEIIOPTY structure of antibody [n -S] 

ISOTYPIC CIIOPSTY ISOTYPE, type of diagram [adj] 

LINOTYPE EILNOPTY to set type with machine [v -D, -PING, -S] 

LOGOTYPE EGLOOPTY piece of type bearing syllable, word, or words [n -S] 

LOGOTYPY GLOOPTYY use of logotypes [n -S] 

MONOTYPE EMNOOPTY only representative of its group [n -S] 

POLYTYPE ELOPPTYY crystal structure [n -S] 

RETYPING EGINPRTY RETYPE, to type again [v] 
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SEROTYPE EEOPRSTY to classify (microorganisms) according to characteristic set of antigens [v -D, -PING, -S] 

TELETYPE EEELPTTY to send by teletypewriter [v -D, -PING, -S] 

TOPOTYPE EOOPPTTY specimen selected from locality typical of species [n -S] 

TYPEABLE ABEELPTY TYPE, to write with typewriter [adj] 

TYPECASE ACEEPSTY tray for holding printing type [n -S] 

TYPECAST ACEPSTTY to cast in acting role befitting one's own nature [v TYPECAST, -ING, -S] 

TYPEFACE ACEEFPTY face of printing type [n -S] 

TYPIFIED DEFIIPTY TYPIFY, to serve as typical example of [v] 

TYPIFIER EFIIPRTY one that typifies (to serve as typical example of) [n -S] 

TYPIFIES EFIIPSTY TYPIFY, to serve as typical example of [v] 

TYPOLOGY GLOOPTYY study of classification according to common characteristics [n -GIES] 
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